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Skydivers tumble andfall hut are addicted nevertheless
. Collectively, the members of the Lincoln jump club
make about 5,000 jumps a year.

In their 22 year history, Wilson figures the club has
made about 1 10,000 jumps with only one death.

"Statisically it doesn't sound bad," Wilson said.
"But it is bad. Nearly all skydiving accidents can be

traced to a human failure. In the case of the one death, we
asked him to wear a certain piece of safety equipment,
and he refused."
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"The scariest part is standing out on the strut waiting
to jump." But once you make the jump, she said, "It's
great."

"It's really quite safe "Waring said. "If some thing goes
wrong with your main chute, you pull this tab which re.
leases the chute and at the same time opens the reserve

'chute."
Waring took advantage of

.
the school's

.
one jump

course.
Wilson said that this six-hou- r beginner course covers

how to land, how to exit the plane, body positions,
canopy control and emergency procedures.

"About half of the class deals with what to do in case
of an emergency. If you don't have it when you need it,
you'll never have a chance to try it again," Wilson said.

Wilson also said skydiving is the fastest non-mechanic- al

sport. "

"ONCE A DIVER reaches his terminal speed, he-wi- ll

be falling between 100 and 200 mph."
By applying the right move's, horizontal speeds of 60

mph can be reached, he added.
According to Wilson, one skydiver who jumped out of

a balloon at 102,800 feet was able to break the speed of
sound during his free fall. ;

. ;

Although no one in the Lincoln-base- d Sport Parachute
Club has reached the speed of sound, they still do more
than just jump out of airplanes. .

'The most complex formation I've been in involved 31
jumpers,". Wilson said. He added they are trying to get
away from the basic circle formations where all the divers

join hands.
. "One formation which includes 16 members is called a

quadradiamond. Four divers form, a diamond and the four
diamonds are joined at their points."

He explained that the divers have between 45 and 70
seconds to make the formation and break and open their
chutes to allow enough time to land safely,
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By Bill Graf

There are drug addicts, there are running addicts, now,
there are skydiving addicts.

Claude Wilson, a jumpmaster and instructor with the
Lincoln-base- d Expert School of Parachute Jumping, said,
"When I started jumping I was in school, and like every-on- e

else in school I was always broke, But I never had any
trouble finding the money to go skydiving. It was like a
drug addiction, only worse."

Wilson explained that for him, skydiving allows a free-d- o

that is difficult to find in modern society.
"While diving, you must concentrate totally on what,

you're doing. It's like a most jealous mistress, it bleeds all
other problems or thoughts from your mind."

Max Nelson, who is working towards his parachute
rigger rating, said he skydives for the excitement. .

"I like the speed of mobility a skydiver has. Just the
slightest movement of your hands will cause you to go off
in a different direction." '

Maggie Bacon; a UNL student said she had always
wanted to skydive or hand glide. "'.'' ,

After her roommate made her first jump, Bacon
decided to give skydiving a try .

"I took my first jump , on the way down I decided that
it was the sport for me." ::

., Twenty jumps later, Bacon said that like an addiction,
she is "caught up" in skydiving.

However, once she became more caught up than she
cared to be.

"I was tumbling during my free fall" Bacon said.
When I release the chute, the risers wrapped around my
legs." Risers are lines that connect the jumper to the
canopy ot the parachute.

She added that she had been trained to handle the situ,
ation, and because of that training a tragic incident was
avoided.

MARY WARING, a junor at UNL, said she started to
skydive "because it was a sport that I hadn't tried yet, so I

decided what the heck." '
Waring has only made one jump but she said she hopes

to jump again as soon as she finds the time.- - -
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Do you have ideas about energy conservation ,. ideas that

may require assistance tor research and demonstration to

see if they really work? If you do, consider the:

; Lincoln Electric System , ...

GRANT PROGRAM
..'. for

Local Energy Research
and Demonstration

HIRES HOW:

TRADE IN
your man's gold High School ring
(limit one per sale).

'

CHOOSE
any Siladium ring.
(Siladium is a fine quality jewelers'
alloy guaranteed for a lifetime.)

8AVE$53
on a new gold College ring
with the trade-i-n of a man's
gold High School ring.
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nflto Nov. 19-2- 1
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Lincoln Electric System is using $75,000 of budgeted
Research and Demonstration funds to provide grants for local

energy Research and Demonstration projects. The program is

designed to provide LES ratepayers with unbiased .

Information on feasible and cost-effecti- methods of

conserving energy, particularly electric energy.
:

Any person or groups of persons residing in Nebraska are

invited to submit proposed energy conservation projects for

consideration by the Research Review Committee. First

priority for funding will be given to Lincoln area residents.

For further information and forms for submitting an energy
conservation Research and Demonstration proposal, contact:

Lee Starr. Coordinator
Restvch Revmw Commiti
Lincoln Electric System
12S9 N Street, Suite 309

Lincoln, Nebraska SSSCS

Phone: (432)473-320- 4

$10 required with trade-i- n.
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